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Abstract— There is a recent surge of research interest in
the study of performance-enhancing techniques for orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based relay systems.
Among those, subcarrier mapping has been verified to be an
effective one for boosting the system capacity and improving
the error performance. However, it has to be performed at the
relay, which subsequently conveys the subcarrier permutation
information to the destination. The existing signaling scheme
occupies a portion of subcarriers to this end, leading to a
loss of spectral efficiency. In this paper, we propose a novel
signaling scheme to eliminate this overhead by transferring
the subcarrier permutation to the mode permutation that can
be implicitly conveyed without consuming additional spectrum
resources. We adopt phase rotation for mode design considering both non-adaptive and adaptive modulation, and illustrate
the proposed scheme by taking the dual-hop OFDM relaying
with semi-blind amplify-and-forward protocol as an example.
An asymptotically tight upper bound on the bit error rate (BER)
of the proposed scheme is derived in closed-form over Rayleigh
fading channels. BER simulation results validate the analysis
and show that the proposed scheme asymptotically approaches
the ideal case that assumes perfect knowledge of subcarrier
permutation information at the destination and significantly
outperforms the existing scheme in the asymptotic signal-to-noise
ratio region at the same spectral efficiency.
Index Terms— Index modulation, multiple mode, OFDM,
subcarrier permutation, dual-hop.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

A

S a promising technology, OFDM relaying has been
received considerable research attention during the past
few years. Compared with single-carrier relaying, OFDM
relaying brings about additional freedom for the relay to
pair the incoming and outgoing subcarriers by their signal-tonoise ratios (SNRs), taking advantage of the diverse strength
of channels associated with different hops. This so-called
subcarrier/sub-channel mapping (SCM) is an important performance boosting technique for OFDM relaying with or without
multiple antennas [1]–[5].
The concept of SCM was first coined in [1] assuming dualhop OFDM amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying, where SCM is
verified empirically to be an effective solution for maximizing
the sum SNR over all subcarrier pairs by the best-to-best
(BTB) scheme: the best subcarrier of the first hop with the
highest SNR is matched to the best subcarrier of the second
hop, second best to second best, etc. Almost at the same
time, this BTB SCM scheme was independently proved to
maximize the instantaneous rate in [3] by assuming a noisefree relay. Subsequently, the same authors of [1] presented a
rigorous proof for the optimality of the BTB SCM scheme
in terms of both sum SNR and instantaneous rate using the
majorization theory [5]. In [6], the performance gain with
BTB SCM is numerically evaluated, demonstrating an average
capacity increase of 10%–30%. Moreover, numerical studies
reveal that in addition to dual-hop relaying with fixed-gain or
variable-gain AF protocol, BTB SCM also preserves its capacity optimality for decode-and-forward (DF) relaying [7]–[13],
multihop relaying [13], and multi-user relaying [7], no matter
with or without a direct link [11]. Even with power allocation
under total or individual power constraints, the SCM problem
can be separated into multiple subproblems and the BTB is
still the capacity-optimal SCM scheme regardless of AF or DF
relaying [9]–[11].
Attracted by the numerous benefits mentioned above,
researchers have devoted great efforts to the performance
analysis of the SCM schemes in terms of system capacity and
bit error rate (BER) [6], [14]–[17]. While the fixed-gain AF
protocol is taken into account in [6] and [15], Chen et al. [14]
consider the variable-gain AF strategy in dual-hop relaying
with BTB SCM. Surprisingly, it is found that in contrast
to the capacity, applying BTB SCM cannot improve the
asymptotic BER performance unless dropping several worst
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subcarrier pairs. A corresponding rigorous proof based on the
majorization theory is given in [16], showing that as far as
BER is concerned, BTB presents the best solution only in the
low SNR region, while the optimal SCM scheme at mediumto-high SNR is instead the best-to-worst (BTW) matching:
the best subcarrier of the first hop is paired with the worst
subcarrier of the second hop, second best with second worst,
and so on. Further, Kocan et al. [17] perform the exact BER
analysis for both BTB and BTW SCM schemes assuming a
fixed-gain AF relaying, and conclude that the relay system
may switch from BTB to BTW to achieve optimum BER
performance.
The concept of BTB or BTW SCM is simple yet effective.
However, it requires the relay to calculate the subcarrier
reordering function based on the local channel state information (CSI) and then transmits it to the destination. Although
this practical issue has been highlighted in many studies such
as [3] and [17], to the best of our knowledge, only [3] partially
addresses it by resorting to chunk-based mapping, which first
groups adjacent subcarriers in chunks and then performs chunk
permutation according to the average chunk’s SNRs. Indeed,
the chunk-based mapping is much more efficient than the
original subcarrier-to-subcarrier mapping when the number
of subcarriers is large. However, it may not be applied to
the scenarios with a small number of subcarriers/subchannels,
such as multi-input-multi-output relaying, multi-user OFDM
relaying, and their combination. Moreover, the existing method
for signaling the chunk permutation information [3] still
relies on explicit transmissions by occupying a portion of
subcarriers, whose required amount scales up quickly with
the number of chunks, resulting in non-negligible signaling
overhead especially for low data rate services.1 In view of
lacking a low-cost signaling method in the literature, the goal
of this paper is to solve this problem.
Our solution is inspired by the recently proposed multiplemode OFDM with index modulation (MM-OFDM-IM) technique [18]–[20], which is a variant of the OFDM-IM technique
[21]–[23]. Here, IM refers to a novel modulation concept that
uses the index of some building block of a communication
system to convey information [24]–[27], and OFDM-IM is a
realization of IM in frequency domain that adopts the indices
of active OFDM subcarriers for IM purposes. Noticing the
presence of idle subcarriers limits the spectral efficiency (SE)
of OFDM-IM systems, MM-OFDM-IM activates all subcarriers to transmit multiple distinguishable signal constellations
(or modes, alternatively) to improve the SE. Particularly, MMOFDM-IM encodes the IM bits onto the full permutation of
modes, leading to a faster increase of the number of IM
bits than OFDM-IM. Design guidelines and low-complexity
subcarrier-wise detection algorithms for MM-OFDM-IM are
proposed in [18] and [20], based on which MM-OFDM-IM
1 In [3], it is suggested to transmit the index of each paired chunk. However,
a more efficient way to save signaling bits could be that the relay takes the
chunk permutation as a whole for bit encoding. For example, assuming four
chunks encoding the index of its paired chunk for each chunk requires 2 bits,
amounting to 8 bits for signaling the reordering function. However, encoding
the chunk permutation needs only log2 (4!) = 5 bits to this end. Therefore,
for a fair comparison we adopt the latter method instead of the former one
as a benchmark in this paper.
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is shown to outperform nearly all existing OFDM-IM related
techniques with a similar receiver complexity. Recalling that
the subcarrier/chunk reordering function can be expressed
as a full permutation of subcarriers/chunks, we aim to seek
a possible solution to the signaling overhead problem by
building a relationship with MM-OFDM-IM. However, it can
be very challenging due to the following two aspects. First,
in MM-OFDM-IM all transmitted symbols are drawn from
predesigned modes and a mode permutation is selected according to the incoming bits of the transmitter, whereas the
reordering function is generated by the local CSI at the relay
and all modes have to be created from the signal received
by the relay adaptively. Second, in MM-OFDM-IM all modes
are fixed even though the cardinality of one mode is allowed
to be different from that of any other mode [20], whereas
unfixed modes are necessary for fully conveying the reordering
information in adaptive modulation scenarios, where a better
subcarrier/chunk pair always employs a signal constellation of
a larger cardinality and vice versa.
Against this background, the contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
• We propose an IM-aided SCM (SCM-IM) scheme to
eliminate the signaling overhead by taking the dual-hop
OFDM AF relaying with all nodes configured with a
single antenna for illustration purposes, though its principle is general and applicable to multiple-antenna/hop
setting. In the proposed scheme, the relay adaptively
creates multiple modes via phase rotation and transfers the subcarrier/chunk permutation information to the
mode permutation, such that the reordering information
is implicitly transmitted to the destination without occupying additional resources. All modes after phase rotation
do not overlap, making the proposed scheme support both
adaptive and non-adaptive modulation.
• We present a new framework for the analysis of the upper
bound on the BER of the proposed scheme applicable
to both adaptive and non-adaptive modulation, which is
completely different from the existing analytical methods in the literature. The proposed analytical framework
isolates the error events that the mode permutation is
detected incorrectly and correctly, and qualifies their
respective contributions to the BER, providing valuable
insight into the nature of the proposed scheme.
• We verify the accuracy of our analysis and compare the
BER performance of the proposed scheme with that of
the existing one in [3] via computer simulations for both
non-adaptive and adaptive modulation taking into account
both BTB and BTW. The proposed scheme is shown
to significantly outperform the existing scheme in [3]
and asymptotically approach the ideal case that assumes
perfect knowledge of subcarrier permutation information
at the destination in the asymptotic SNR region at the
same SE.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the system model of OFDM AF relaying
and the concept of SCM. Section III gives the implementation
of SCM, including the conventional scheme and the proposed SCM-IM scheme. The error performance of SCM-IM is
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analyzed in Section IV, followed by the computer simulation
results in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Column vectors and matrices are denoted by
lowercase and capital bold letters, respectively. Superscript T
stands for transposition. diag(·) transforms a vector into a
diagonal matrix. CN (0, σ 2 ) represents the complex Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The probability
of an event and the probability density function (PDF) are
denoted by Pr(·) and f (·), respectively. E{·} denotes the
expectation operation. Q(·), K0 (·), and K1 (·) are the Gaussian
Q-function, zero, and first order modified Bessel functions
of the second kind, respectively. Ei(·) and U (·) denote
the exponential integral function and the unit-step function,
respectively. C(·, ·) and · are the binomial coefficient and
the ceil function, respectively.

patterns in total, including the special case of relaying without
SCM, i.e., v(i) = i. After performing subcarrier reordering
on yR = [YR (1), . . . , YR (N )]T with V, the relay forwards
the reordered signal, i.e., ỹR = [YR (v(1)), . . . , YR (v(N ))]T ,
to the mobile station with a fixed gain of G, where YR (i) with
i ∈ {1, . . . , N } is the received signal on the i-th subcarrier
at the relay. The received signal at the mobile station in the
frequency domain can be expressed as
YM (i) = GH2 (i)YR (v (i)) + W2 (i)
= GH2 (i)H1 (v (i))Xv(i) +GH2 (i)W1 (v (i))+W2 (i),
(2)

We consider a dual-hop OFDM AF relay system of N
subcarriers, in which a base station communicates with a
mobile station with the aid of an AF relay. All devices are
equipped with a single transmit/receive antenna. It is assumed
that perfect time-frequency synchronization can be achieved.
Without loss of generality, downlink transmission is taken
as an illustrative example in the sequel unless otherwise
specified. The complete communication consists of two time
slots.

where H2 (i) and W2 (i) are the channel frequency response of
the second hop and the AWGN sample at the mobile station on
the i-th subcarrier, which follow the distributions CN (0, Ω2 )
and CN (0, N02 ), respectively.
In this paper, we consider the fixed-gain operation at the
relay assuming knowledge of the statistical CSI of the first
hop [28]. In this semi-blind scenario, the fixed gain can be
calculated by [29]


ρ
R
G2 = E
ρB |H1 (i)|2 + N01
  

1
ρR
1
=−
exp
Ei −
,
(3)
ρ B Ω1
γ̄1
γ̄1

A. Broadcasting Phase

and the instantaneous end-to-end SNR on the i-th subcarrier
can be expressed as

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND SCM I NTRODUCTION

In the first time slot, the base station transmits OFDM
signals to the relay. The frequency-domain received signal at
the relay is given by
√
(1)
YR (i) = ρB H1 (i)Xi + W1 (i), i = 1, . . . , N,
where H1 (i), Xi ∈ Si , and W1 (i), respectively, are the channel frequency response of the first hop, the transmitted symbol,
and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample at the
relay on the i-th subcarrier, Si is the normalized Mi -ary phase
shift keying (PSK)/quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
constellation, and ρB denotes the transmit power of the
base station. It is assumed that H1 (i) and W1 (i) follow the
distributions CN (0, Ω1 ) and CN (0, N01 ), respectively. Notice
that Si accommodates both non-adaptive modulation and
adaptive modulation. For non-adaptive modulation, we have
M1 = · · · = MN = M , while for adaptive modulation,
Mi , i = 1, . . . , N , are not necessarily equal.2
B. SCM Assisted Relaying
Provided that the CSI of both hops are available at the
relay, the relay calculates the subcarrier reordering function
V : v(i) → i, where i, v(i) ∈ {1, . . . , N }. By such, the
v(i)-th subcarrier of the first hop is coupled with the i-th subcarrier of the second hop, according to the concept of BTB or
BTW SCM. It is obvious that there are N ! different coupling
2 Note that the adaptive modulation considered in this paper belongs to
the family of variable-rate transmission [30], [31], which enjoys simple
implementation.

γi =

ρB |H1 (v(i))|2
N01
ρR |H2 (i)|2
N02

ρR |H2 (i)|2
N02
R
+ G2ρN
01

·

=

γ1,v(i) γ2,i
,
γ2,i + C

(4)

where ρR represents the transmit power of the relay,
C = ρR /(G2 N01 ), γ̄1 = ρB Ω1 /N01 is the average SNR
for the first hop, γ1,v(i) = ρB |H1 (v(i))|2 /N01 is the instantaneous SNR on the v(i)-th subcarrier of the first hop, and
γ2,i = ρR |H2 (i)|2 /N02 is the instantaneous SNR on the
i-th subcarrier of the second hop. Note that (3) is valid under
the assumption that all underlying random variables follow
complex Gaussian distribution.
After obtaining H2 (i)H1 (v(i)) through channel estimation,
Xv(i) can be estimated at the mobile station as

2
√


X̂v(i) = arg min YM (i)− GH2 (i) H1 (v (i)) Xv(i)  , (5)
Xv(i)

where X̂v(i) is the estimate of Xv(i) , and i = 1, . . . , N .
However, since the order is scrambled, the knowledge of V
is required at the mobile station to recover Xi from Xv(i) .
Therefore, the transmission of V to the mobile station plays a
vital role in practical SCM systems.
III. P RACTICAL I MPLEMENTATION OF SCM
As stated in Section II, how to signal the reordering function to the mobile station is a key issue for the practical
implementation of SCM. However, the subcarrier-based SCM
in Section II.B involves a high computational burden due
to the calculation of V and the subcarrier reordering of
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N subcarriers, where N is often a large number. Hence,
SCM is usually performed in the chunk-based manner for
an efficient SCM [3]. Specifically, N subcarriers are first
grouped into n chunks, each of which includes u = N/n
subcarriers. As suggested in [6] and [15], the n chunks
should be drawn in an interleaved manner to benefit the
diversity gain from the independent fading. We assume as in
[3], [6], and [15] that each chunk has a bandwidth smaller
than the coherence bandwidth such that all the subcarriers
it includes experience nearly frequency non-selective fading.
Therefore, the relay can simply set up the chunk reordering
function, V : v(k) → k, according to the average chunk’s
SNRs of both hops, where k, v(k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Based
on V, the v(k)-th chunk of the first hop would be mapped
to the k-th chunk of the second hop. By rewriting yR as
1 T
n T T
k
yR = [(yR
) , . . . , (yR
) ] , where yR
= [YR ((k − 1)u +
T
1), . . . , YR (ku)] is the k-th chunk of yR , the reordered
v(1)
v(n)
signal can be given by ỹR = [(yR )T , . . . , (yR )T ]T . Based
on this chunk-based SCM, in this section, we first review
the conventional scheme, and then we propose the SCM-IM
scheme, for signaling the reordering function from the relay
to the mobile station. Without loss of generality, we take the
case of u = 1, i.e., n = N , as an illustrative example in the
sequel.
A. Conventional Scheme
In conventional SCM scheme [3], extra bits encoded into
modulated symbols are transmitted to the mobile station
for signaling the reordering function. Since there are n!
permutations in total, log2 (n!) bits are needed to encode
the chunk permutation. These log2 (n!) bits are modulated into PSK/QAM symbols and then transmitted without
SCM along with ỹR to the mobile station. At the receiver
side, the log2 (n!) bits and Xv(k) for k = 1, . . . , n, are
detected independently, from which x = [X1 , . . . , Xn ]T is
recovered.
It is clear that the log2 (n!) overhead bits should occupy
extra subcarriers, thus inevitably degrading the system SE.
To solve this problem, in the next subsection, we will
propose SCM-IM scheme by embedding the chunk permutation information into the information-bearing signal
itself.
B. Proposed SCM-IM
Motivated by MM-OFDM-IM, we propose to encode those
extra bits into the full permutation of multiple distinguishable signal constellations such that the subcarrier reordering function V can be transmitted implicitly along with the
information-bearing signal to the mobile station, saving the
signaling overhead.
1) Principle Description: The schematic diagram of
SCM-IM is depicted in Fig. 1. In SCM-IM with PSK
signaling, the k-th chunk (subcarrier) of the received
signal, namely YR (k), is first rotated with angle θk ,

forming yR
= [YR (1)ejθ1 , . . . , YR (n)ejθn ]T , and then
y R is reordered according to V, which generates
ỹ R = [YR (v(1))ejθv(1) , . . . , YR (v(n))ejθv(n) ]T , where
k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and {θ1 , . . . , θn } are n different angles to be

Fig. 1.
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Schematic diagram of OFDM AF relaying with SCM-IM.

optimized.3 After this point, ỹ R is forwarded to the mobile
station over the channel h2 = [H2 (1), . . . , H2 (n)]T . As a
result, the frequency-domain received signal at the mobile
station for the k-th chunk can be expressed as
YM (k) = GH2 (k)YR (v(k))ejθv(k) + W2 (k)
= GH2 (k)H1 (v(k))Xv(k) ejθv(k) + W2 (k)
+GH2 (k)W1 (v(k))ejθv(k) , k = 1, . . . , n.

(6)

We observe from (6) that symbols in different chunks are
rotated with different angles. Hence, the chunk permutation information is transferred to the mode permutation by
Xv(k) ejθv(k) , k = 1, . . . , n, which are drawn from n distinguishable constellations. Therefore, from (6), we have the
optimal maximum-likelihood (ML) detection, i.e.,


x̂ , r̂
n

= arg min
x ,r



YM (k) − GH2 (k) H1 (v(k)) Xv(k) ejθv(k) 2 ,

k=1

(7)
where x = [Xv(1) , . . . , Xv(n) ]T , r = [ejθv(1) , . . . , ejθv(n) ]T ,
and H2 (k)H1 (v(k)) can be derived through channel estimation; x̂ and r̂ are the estimates of x and r, respectively. Finally, x can be reconstructed from x̂ using r̂. The
computational complexity of the optimal ML detector in (7)
in terms of complex multiplications is of order O(n!M n ),
which becomes burdensome for large values of n and M .
Fortunately, the subcarrier-wise detector proposed in [18] can
be employed to reduce the computational complexity. With the
subcarrier-wise detector, the modes carried on the n chunks are
determined by following the decreasing order of the average
chunk’s SNRs. The subcarrier-wise detector achieves nearoptimal error performance with greatly reduced computational
complexity of order O(M n2 /2 + M n/2).4 Different from the
conventional SCM scheme that employs extra bits to convey
3 Note that SCM-IM can also use QAM signaling. However, instead of phase
rotation as in the PSK scenario, linear transform should be performed on
yR at the relay to generate multiple modes as described in [32]. Since the
remaining operations are similar to those for the PSK scenario, we focus on
PSK signaling in this paper.
4 Note that the subcarrier-wise detector is applicable to the case when u > 1.
In this case, the computational complexity in terms of complex multiplications
is of order O(M un2 /2 + M un/2).
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Fig. 2. Four optimal modes from the 8-PSK constellation without adaptive
modulation (n = 4 and M = 2).

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Four optimal modes from the 32-PSK constellation with the adaptive
modulation (M1 = 8, M2 = M3 = 4, and M4 = 2).

the reordering information, SCM-IM eliminates the signaling
overhead completely.
The values of {θ1 , . . . , θn } should be carefully designed
such that the resulting n signal constellations are as distinguishable as possible for achieving good error performance.
For non-adaptive modulation, we select {θ1 , . . . , θn } according to the mode selections proposed in [18], while for adaptive
modulation, the selection of {θ1 , . . . , θn } is different from that
in [20].
• Non-Adaptive Modulation: In this case, the optimal n
modes are shown to be extracted from the regular
nM -PSK constellation [18]. Therefore, we choose θk =
2π(k − 1)/(nM ), k = 1, . . . , n. Fig. 2 presents an
example of the resulting n modes for n = 4 and M = 2.
• Adaptive Modulation: In this case, all signal points from
n modes are drawn from the regular normalized nMm ary PSK constellation, where Mm = max{M1 , . . . , Mn },
and we choose θk = 2π(k − 1)/(nMm ), k = 1, . . . , n.
By this design, the mode of Mk constellation points
is visualized as an Mk -ary PSK constellation with Mk
practical constellation points, where k = 1, . . . , n, and we
can avoid overlapping between any two modes after phase
rotation. An example of mode selection for adaptive
modulation with M1 = 8, M2 = M3 = 4, and M4 = 2,
is shown in Fig. 3, where θ1 = 0, θ2 = π/16, θ3 = π/8,
and θ4 = 3π/16.

Protocol overview for initialization.

2) Initialization Protocol: To perform SCM-IM, the CSI
of the base station→relay and relay→mobile station channels
are required at the relay for the calculation of reordering
function. This can be accomplished through the following
3-time slot initialization protocol with the assumption that
the channels do not change significantly between uplink and
downlink transmission, as shown in Fig. 4. During the first
time slot, the base station transmits one OFDM packet to the
relay with non-adaptive modulation since the base station has
no CSI at this stage, and then the relay estimates the base
station→relay channel by utilizing the pilot bits. Similarly,
in the second time slot, the mobile station employs nonadaptive modulation for the transmission of one OFDM packet
to the relay, and then the relay uses the pilot bits to estimate the
relay→mobile station channel. After obtaining the CSI of both
hops, the relay calculates the subcarrier reordering functions,
namely VDL and VUL , for downlink and uplink, respectively,
according to the rule of BTB or BTW SCM. During the
third time slot, the relay performs SCM-IM on the received
signal from the base station (mobile station) based on VDL
(VUL ), and then retransmits the phase rotated and reordered
signals to the mobile station (base station). The mobile station (base station) receives the OFDM packet and estimates
the overall base station→mobile station channel, thus reconstructing the original OFDM symbol from the base station
(mobile station). After initialization, both the base station and
mobile station obtain the CSI of the base station→mobile
station link, which means they can (but not necessarily
have to) apply the adaptive modulation in the following
transmissions.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Non-Adaptive Modulation
In this subsection, we derive a tight upper bound on the
BER of the OFDM AF relaying with SCM-IM, assuming nonadaptive modulation and the optimal ML detection.
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Obviously, the bit errors can be categorized into two
cases, depending on whether the mode permutation is
detected correctly. We first provide two lemmas to characterize
the bit error probabilities (BEPs) for these two cases, and then
obtain the overall BER upper bound.
Lemma 1: For both BTB and BTW SCM schemes, the BEP
contributed by the error event that the mode permutation is
detected incorrectly is given by
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for BTW SCM with
i

ai = (−1) nC (n−1, k−1) C (k−1, i) ,
bi = i + n−k + 1,

δi = (−1) nC (n−1, k−1) C (n−k, i) , ςi = i + k, (15)
(16)
Aj,i = bj bi /γ̄1 γ̄2 , Bj,i = bj ςi /γ̄1 γ̄2 ,
and

1
pn!

(17)

Vj (s) = s + bj /γ̄1 .

Pb1
≈

(14)

i

n!

n!

Pr (Ii → Ij ) D(Ii , Ij )Pb−SCM (M )
i=1 j=1,j=i
log2 (M)

×log2 (M ) + D̄(Ii , Ij )(1 − (1/2)

)log2 (M ) ,
(8)

where D(Ii , Ij ) and D̄(Ii , Ij ), respectively, denote the numbers of subcarriers whose modes are detected correctly and
incorrectly, p = nlog2 (M ), Pb−SCM (M ) that will be provided in Lemma 2 is the BEP of OFDM AF relay systems
with perfect (error-free) SCM detection, Ii denotes the i-th
permutation, and Pr(Ii → Ij ) defines the error probability of
detecting Ii as Ij that can be derived as
Pr (Ii → Ij )
≈ (1 − Pb−SCM (nM ) log2 (nM ))D(Ii ,Ij )
D̄(Ii ,Ij )

×(Pb−SCM (nM ) log2 (nM ))

(9)

.

Proof: The proof is based on the union bounding technique by only counting the error events in which the mode
permutation is detected incorrectly. For each of those error
events, we calculate the BEPs for subcarriers whose carrying
modes are detected correctly and incorrectly, respectively.
Please see Appendix A for more details.
Lemma 2: When the mode permutation is detected perfectly,
the BEP of the OFDM AF relaying with SCM-IM can be
expressed as
Pb−SCM (M ) =

1
n

n

(10)

Pb−SCM (M, k),
k=1

A
Pb−SCM (M, k) =
M γk
12



B
2



A
+ M γk
4



2B
3


,

(11)

where A = 1 for M = 2, while A = 2/ log2 (M ) for M ≥ 4,
B = 2 sin2 (π/M ), and Mγk (·) is the moment generating
function (MGF) of γk , which is given by


k−1 k−1
CAj,i
aj ai 1
1
B
MBT
(s)
=
−
exp
γk
γ̄1 j=0 i=0 Vj (s) bi
Vj (s)



C
CAj,i
CAj,i
×Ei −
−
,
(12)
Vj (s)
γ̄2
bi Vj (s)
for BTB SCM, and
W
(s) =
MBT
γk

k−1 n−k



Pb ≤ Pb1 + Pb−SCM (M ).

(18)

Proof: See Appendix C.
We observe from (47) in Appendix C that the diversity
order of OFDM AF relaying with BTB or BTW SCM-IM
is the smaller one between the two diversity orders captured
by Pb1 and Pb−SCM (M ). It is clear that Pb−SCM (M ) shows
a diversity order of unity since SCM does not change the
diversity order of classical OFDM. The diversity order for Pb1
is determined by D̄(Ii , Ij ) in (9). Since the minimum value of
D̄(Ii , Ij ) is 2, Pb1 exhibits a diversity order of two. Therefore,
OFDM AF relaying with SCM-IM achieves a diversity order
of unity.
B. Adaptive Modulation
In this subsection, we derive a BER upper bound of the
OFDM relaying with SCM-IM considering adaptive modulation. In the adaptive scenario, multiple constellation orders
should be taken into account in the derivation of the BER
upper bound.
Lemma 3: For the adaptive scenario, the probability of the
event Ii → Ij is upper bounded by
|U|

Pr (Ii → Ij ) ≤ (1 − Pb−SCM (nMm )log2 (nMm ))
Ū
×(P
(nM )log (nM ))| |
b−SCM

m

2

m

(19)

= PU ,

and the BEP contributed by the error event that the mode
permutation is detected incorrectly is upper bounded by
1
log
2 (Mk )n!
k=1

Pb1 ≤ n

|U|

×

n!

n!

PU
i=1 j=1,j=i





Pb−SCM MIi,U(l) log2 MIi,U(l)

l=1



CBj,i
aj δ i 1
− exp
V
(s)
ς
Vj (s)
i
j=0 i=0 j



C
CBj,i
CBj,i
−
×Ei −
,
Vj (s)
γ̄2
ςi Vj (s)

1
γ̄1

Proof: In this case, the BEP analysis is similar to that
of dual-hop OFDM systems with ideal SCM. Please refer to
Appendix B for more details.
Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition: An upper bound on the BER of OFDM AF
relaying with BTB or BTW SCM-IM is given by

|Ū| 



−M
1 − 2 Ii,Ū(k) log2 MIi,Ū(k) ,
+
k=1

(13)

(20)

 
 
where U and
 Ū
 are two sets of cardinalities |U| and Ū
with |U| + Ū = n, respectively, containing the indices of
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subcarriers, whose carrying modes are detected correctly and
incorrectly, respectively, and Ii,j denotes the j-th mode associated with the i-th mode permutation, with i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n }
and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof: See Appendix D.
On the other hand, the BEP contributed by the error
event that the mode permutation is detected correctly can be
modified as
Pb−SCM =

1
p

n

Pb−SCM (Mk )log2 (Mk ).

(21)

k=1

Finally, a BER upper bound can be obtained by substituting (20) and (21) into (18).
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we perform Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the uncoded BER performance of the proposed SCM-IM
scheme over Rayleigh fading channels. In the simulations,
a balanced dual-hop relaying topology with ρB = ρR ,
N01 = N02 , and γ̄1 = γ̄2 is considered. We follow the
chunk-based SCM idea in [3]. Since the chunk-based OFDM
system becomes equivalent to a multi-carrier system with
n independent subchannels, we will no longer distinguish
between subcarriers and chunks in the following description.
Conventional SCM scheme in [3], in which some extra bits are
designated to convey the subcarrier permutation information,
is chosen for comparison. In the simulations, those bits are
mapped to several symbols drawn from the same constellation
employed for data transmission and the resulting signaling cost
is accounted for in terms of transmit power loss. In addition,
the non-SCM scheme and the ideal SCM scheme that assumes
perfect knowledge of subcarrier permutation without any transmit power loss are selected as benchmarks. To shed more
light on the fundamental characteristics of all involved SCM
schemes, we assume perfect time-frequency synchronization,
perfect CSI, and the optimal ML detection unless otherwise
specified.

Fig. 5. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
n = 2 and BPSK considering both BTB and BTW.

A. Non-Adaptive Modulation
In this subsection, we focus on the performance comparison
assuming non-adaptive modulation, namely all subcarriers
employ the same modulation order. Both SCM types of BTB
and BTW are taken into account in the comparison.
Fig. 5 presents the comparison results for n = 2 and
BPSK, where all schemes achieve an SE of 1 bps/Hz. Comparing both ideal SCM schemes with the non-SCM scheme,
we observe that ideal BTW SCM always performs better than
ideal BTB SCM in a large range of SNRs, corroborating the
conclusions in [16]. However, the practical implementation
of SCM with the conventional SCM schemes results in an
apparent performance loss though the superiority of BTW
SCM still persists for SNR beyond 13 dB. This performance
loss can be accounted by two reasons: one is the error detection
of the subcarrier permutation and the other is the cost of
transmit power. On the other hand, it is clear from Fig. 5
that the SCM-IM schemes perform close to the ideal SCM
schemes and outperform the conventional SCM counterparts

Fig. 6. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
n = 4 and BPSK considering both BTB and BTW.

at medium-to-high SNR. Specifically, SNR gains of up to 4 dB
and 1 dB for BTB and BTW, respectively, are obtained in the
asymptotic SNR region. This advantage can be attributed to the
nearly transparent delivery of the subcarrier permutation via
the IM bits with second-order-diversity error protection [18].
Finally, as can be observed from Fig. 5, the derived upper
bound is asymptotically tight.
Fig. 6 gives the comparison results when n is increased
from 2 to 4. The performance of the subcarrier-wise detector
for the SCM-IM schemes is presented, and the upper bounds
have been removed for the clarity of the figure. Note that since
we keep employing BPSK, the SE of 1 bps/Hz is retained for
all schemes. Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 5, we observe that
the performance of the non-SCM scheme remains unchanged
while that of the ideal BTW SCM scheme is slightly improved
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
n = 4 and QPSK considering both BTB and BTW.

Fig. 8. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
n = 4 and 8-PSK considering both BTB and BTW.

especially at high SNR. This phenomenon can be explained
by the fact that the non-SCM scheme employs parallel independent signal detection whose performance depends on the
modulation type only, while the ideal BTW SCM scheme
can better exploit the variation among dual-hop channels
with increasing number of subcarriers. Additionally, from the
comparison between two figures, we see that the performance
of the conventional SCM scheme with either BTB or BTW
is seriously deteriorated, and the conventional BTW-SCM
scheme performs even worse than the non-SCM scheme. This
is understandable since in this case the subcarrier permutation
is encoded with a number of bits (equal to log2 (4!) = 5)
larger than that of the data symbols (equal to 4), occupying
more than half transmit power. On the contrary, for the same
reason clarified earlier, the performances of the SCM-IM
schemes still asymptotically approach those of the ideal SCM
schemes, and the SCM-IM scheme with BTW preserves its
superiority over the non-SCM scheme for SNR beyond 22 dB.
Moreover, the subcarrier-wise detector has the capability of
achieving near-optimal performance at low and high SNR
values. The performance loss is confined within 1 dB in
comparison with the ML detector in the medium SNR region.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the comparison results when the modulation order grows from 2 to 4 and further to 8, such that the SE
of all schemes is increased to 2 bps/Hz and further to 3 bps/Hz,
respectively. As anticipated, all schemes perform worse with
the increase of the modulation order. From the comparison
with Figs. 7 and 8, we notice a crossing point of the BER
curves of the SCM-IM scheme and the conventional scheme
for either BTB or BTW, which shifts to a larger SNR as the
modulation order increases. This can be explained by the fact
that the phase rotation angle diminishes with the increase of
the modulation order, leading to a smaller intra-mode distance
that is defined as the minimum Euclidean distance between
any two constellation points belonging to two different modes,
and subsequently to a worse performance at low-to-medium

SNR [18]. Fortunately, the crossing points correspond to BER
values less than or equal to 10−3 that can be easily guaranteed
in current wireless communications systems. Note that as
before there is also a crossing point of the BER curves of the
SCM-IM scheme with BTW and the non-SCM scheme, but it
lies in the BER zone on the order of 10−3 despite its shifting to
a higher SNR value. Finally, consistent with the observations
in Figs. 5 and 6, the performances of the SCM-IM schemes
coincide with those of the ideal schemes and the derived upper
bounds are tight at high SNR.
By carefully observing Figs. 5–8, one can always discover
an intersection point for the BER curves of the two SCM-IM
schemes. It is shown that the performance of the SCM-IM
scheme with BTB overwhelms that with BTW at the beginning, but becomes worse gradually. This can be proved
rigorously based on the majorization theory by following
the steps in [16]. Also, we can explain this phenomenon
intuitively from the fact that the end-to-end channel gains
of the paired subcarriers are spread after BTB SCM, but
equalized after BTW SCM compared to the non-SCM case as
follows. As SNR goes to infinity, the Gaussian Q-function with
respect to the channel gain behaves more and more like a delta
function at the origin with decreasing amplitude [36], such that
the errors resulting from several worst subcarrier pairs in the
BTB case will gradually dominate its BER, and the BER of
the BTW case as well. On the contrary, as SNR goes to zero,
the function becomes more and more flat near the origin, such
that the error resulting from each subcarrier pair in the BTW
case will become equal to that in the BTB case except several
best subcarrier pairs, which lead to negligible BER since
their channel gains may escape from the flat zone. To clearly
show the superiority of the SCM-IM schemes, we summarize
the SNR gains achieved by the SCM-IM schemes over the
conventional SCM schemes in Table I for BTB SCM and BTW
SCM with different values of n and M .
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TABLE I
SNR G AINS A CHIEVED BY THE SCM-IM S CHEMES OVER THE
C ONVENTIONAL SCM S CHEMES FOR BTB SCM AND
BTW SCM W ITH D IFFERENT VALUES OF n AND M

Fig. 10. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
(2, BPSK, 2, 8-PSK) considering BTB.

Fig. 9. Performance comparison among different (non-) SCM schemes with
(1, BPSK, 1, 8-PSK) considering BTB.

B. Adaptive Modulation
In this subsection, we focus on the performance comparison
assuming adaptive modulation, where a higher modulation
order is employed for a better subcarrier and vice versa. In the
simulations, we adopt the SCM type of BTB only since it
is the proven best SCM solution in achieving the maximum
information rate. Furthermore, we consider the following two
different parameter configurations corresponding to n = 2 and
n = 4, respectively:
i) (1, BPSK, 1, 8-PSK), referring to the case that the best
subcarrier pair transmits an 8-PSK symbol while the
worst subcarrier pair transmits a BPSK symbol;
ii) (2, BPSK, 2, 8-PSK), referring to the case that the first
two best subcarrier pairs employ 8-PSK while the first
two worst subcarrier pairs employ BPSK.
For both configurations, all SCM schemes achieve an SE
of 2 bps/Hz. Therefore, to ensure fair comparison, we assume
QPSK for the non-SCM scheme.
Fig. 9 illustrates the comparison results for configuration i).
It is obvious from Fig. 9 that unlike non-adaptive modulation
cases, in the case of adaptive modulation the performance of
the ideal BTB SCM scheme overwhelms that of the non-SCM
scheme. This can be understood from the capability of BTB
SCM in achieving the channel capacity. On the other hand,
despite a performance loss with respect to the ideal case due

to the potential error in the detection of the SCM information,
both practical SCM schemes can still outperform the non-SCM
scheme in the medium-to-high SNR regime. The SCM-IM
scheme performs worse than the conventional scheme at low
SNR, but it rapidly catches up and finally approaches the ideal
SCM scheme with the increase of SNR as always. Clearly,
the derived upper bound is asymptotically tight, verifying its
extensibility.
Fig. 10 depicts the comparison results for configuration ii).
Here, we have included the BER curve of the subcarrierwise detector for the SCM-IM scheme, and deleted the
derived upper bound for figure clarity. Similar to non-adaptive
modulation cases, as n increases to 4, the performance of
the conventional BTB SCM scheme is seriously degraded,
becoming worse than that of the non-SCM scheme. However,
the SCM-IM scheme with BTB is still superior to the nonSCM scheme at high SNR, performing nearly the same as the
ideal BTB SCM scheme. Comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 8, one
can observe very similar performance trend. This is because
in our design, the BPSK constellation is visualized as an
8-PSK constellation with two practical constellation points for
determining the phase rotation angle, which happens to be
the same as that in Fig. 8. It is clear from Fig. 10 that the
subcarrier-wise detector achieves near-optimal performance
for the SCM-IM scheme, almost maintaining the advantage
of SCM-IM in terms of BER.
Overall, we observe from Figs. 5-10 that the SCM-IM
schemes perform close to the ideal SCM schemes and outperform the conventional SCM counterparts at medium-tohigh SNR for both non-adaptive and adaptive modulation.
Moreover, the BTW-SCM-IM scheme with non-adaptive modulation also performs better than the non-SCM scheme at
medium-to-high SNR.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of reordering
information conveying in relaying systems with SCM, and
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proposed a practical solution, namely SCM-IM, that applies
to both adaptive and non-adaptive modulation scenarios. The
proposed SCM-IM scheme employs phase rotation on the
received signal at the relay to create multiple distinguishable
modes adaptively, and transfers the reordering information
to the mode permutation information that is embedded into
the forwarded signal at the relay, completely eliminating the
signaling overhead. By isolating the errors arising from mode
permutation detection and conventional modulation symbol
detection, we derived an asymptotically tight BER upper
bound in closed form and further characterized the diversity
gain for the proposed SCM-IM schemes with both BTB
and BTW. Monte Carlo simulations have been performed
to investigate the BER performance of the proposed SCM
schemes. It is shown that the proposed SCM schemes can
achieve up to 6.5 dB and 4 dB SNR gains for BTB and BTW
cases, respectively, compared with the conventional SCM
scheme, and even perform close to the ideal SCM scheme
with the perfect knowledge of the reordering information at
high SNR. The intuition behind our results is that the stronger
error protection for the mode permutation, which is proved
to yield second-order diversity, makes the proposed SCM-IM
schemes superior to conventional SCM schemes and close to
the ideal SCM scheme. Finally, it is worth noting that though
the SCM-IM scheme is introduced to an OFDM dual-hop AF
relaying system merely in this paper, its principle is general
and applicable to multi-antenna and multi-hop settings as well
as their combination.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
According to the union bounding technique, Pb1 is upper
bounded by
Pb1 ≤

1
p2p n!

n!

error Ii → Ij , and N (x, x̂) denotes the number of erroneous
bits when x is detected as x̂.
With D(Ii , Ij ) + D̄(Ii , Ij ) = n, (22) can be rewritten
as (23), shown at the bottom of this page, where


 

1

T1 = p
Pr Xm → X̂m  Ii → Ij N Xm , X̂m ,
2 x
x̂

(24)
and
T2 =

1
2p


 



Pr Xκ → X̂κ  Ii → Ij N Xκ , X̂κ ,
x

are associated with the subcarriers whose modes are detected
correctly and incorrectly, respectively. It can be figured out
that T1 is the symbol error probability of OFDM AF relaying
with M -PSK and ideal SCM, which is given by
T1 ≈ Pb−SCM (M )log2 (M ).

T2 ≈ (1 − (1/2)log2 (M) )log2 (M ).

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ij ) N (x, x̂),

(22)

x̂

where Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ij ) represents the pairwise error probability (PEP) of the event that the transmitted x is erroneously
detected as x̂ conditioned on the mode permutation detection

=

1
p2p n!
1
p2p n!

n!

Consequently, putting (26) and (27) into (23) yields (8).
Moreover, since all signal points from n modes constitute
the regular nM -PSK constellation and the error probability
of detecting one mode can be regarded as the symbol error
probability of the nM -PSK constellation, Pr(Ii → Ij ) can
be expressed as (9), thus completing the proof. Note that the
above derivation of Pb1 is applicable to both BTB and BTW
SCM schemes.

Given the PDF of the end-to-end SNR on the k-th subcarrier
pair, i.e., fγk (γk ), the BEP on the k-th subcarrier pair can be
given by
 ∞
Pb−SCM (M, k) =
Pb−SCM|γk (M, k) fγk (γk ) dγk ,
0

(28)

n

n!

Pr (Ii → Ij )
x

i=1 j=1,j=i
n!


 



Pr Xk → X̂k  Ii → Ij N Xk , X̂k

x̂ k=1
D(Ii ,Ij )

n!

Pr (Ii → Ij )
x

i=1 j=1
j=i

D̄(Ii ,Ij )

+

(27)

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2

i=1 j=1,j=i

Pb1 ≈

(26)

As for T2 , with the erroneously detected mode, the probability
of estimating a bit correctly is about 1/2, and the probability
that log2 (M ) information bits are correctly detected is about
(1/2)log2 (M) . Hence, we arrive at

Pr (Ii → Ij )

x

x̂

(25)

n!

×
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x̂


 



Pr Xm → X̂m  Ii → Ij N Xm , X̂m

m=1


 



Pr Xκ → X̂κ  Ii → Ij N Xκ , X̂κ

κ=1

=

1
pn!

n!

D(Ii ,Ij )

n!

Pr (Ii → Ij )
i=1 j=1,j=i

D̄(Ii ,Ij )

T1 +
m=1

T2
κ=1

(23)
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where Pb−SCM|γk (M, k) is the BEP of M -PSK on the
k-th subcarrier pair conditioned on γk . For any value of M ,
Pb−SCM|γk (M, k) can be given in the form of [33, Eq. (8.33)]


Pb−SCM|γk (M, k) ∼
Bγk ,
(29)
= AQ
where B = 2 sin2 (π/M ), and A = 1 for M = 2, while
A = 2/ log2 (M ) for M ≥ 4. By utilizing the well-known
approximation of Q-function, namely
1 − 1 x2 1 − 2 x2
e 2 + e 3 ,
12
4
(28) can be simplified as
Q (x) ≈

(30)

where Mγk (·) is the moment generating function (MGF)
of γk . Next, we will deal with the calculation of Mγk (·) in
the BTB and BTW SCM scenarios, respectively.
A. BTB SCM
Assuming that the subcarriers of both base station→relay
and realy→mobile station links are increasingly ordered
according to the magnitude of their transfer functions,
the instantaneous end-to-end SNR on the k-th subcarrier pair
can be given by
γ1,k
γ1,k γ2,k
=
,
(32)
γk =
γ2,k + C
1 + Cdk

where
k−1
w
f2,k
(x) =
i=0



ai
bi
exp − x
γ̄2
γ̄2

B
fγBT
(x) =
k


1

∞

C
γ̄1 γ̄2

k−1 k−1

aj ai
j=0 i=0



bj zk x
bi C
−
dzk .
2 exp − γ̄
γ̄2 (zk − 1)
1
(zk − 1)
(40)
zk

Resorting to [35, Eq. (3.471-12)], (40) reduces to

 
k−1 k−1
Cbj x
2
bj
BT B
aj ai exp − x
fγk (x) =
γ̄1 j=0 i=0
γ̄1
bi γ̄1 γ̄2
 

 

Cbj bi x
Cbj bi x
C
×K1 2
+ K0 2
.
γ̄1 γ̄2
γ̄2
γ̄1 γ̄2
(41)
From (41), the MGF of γk can be presented as
[35, Eqs. (13.6.28), (13.6.30), (6.5.19)]
 ∞
BT B
B
e−sγk fγBT
(γk )dγk
Mγk (s) =
k
0

=



CAj,i
aj ai 1
− exp
V (s) bi
Vj (s)
j=0 i=0 j



CAj,i
CAj,i
C
×Ei −
−
, (42)
Vj (s)
γ̄2
bi Vj (s)
1
γ̄1

k−1 k−1

where Vj (s) = s + bj /γ̄1 and Aj,i = bj bi /γ̄1 γ̄2 .
(33)

(34)

is the PDF of the SNR on the k-th weakest subcarrier out of
n subcarriers in the second hop with
i

ai = (−1) nC (n − 1, k − 1) C (k − 1, i) ,
bi = i + n − k + 1,

By substituting (37) and (39) into (38), we have

×

Pb−SCM (M, k)




 ∞
A
Bγk
2Bγk
A
exp −
≈
+ exp −
fγk (γk ) dγk
12
2
4
3
0
 


B
2B
A
A
M γk
=
+ M γk
,
(31)
12
2
4
3

where dk = 1/γ2,k . The PDF of dk is [17]
 
1
1 w
fdk (dk ) = 2 f2,k
,
dk
dk

w
(·) denotes the PDF of the SNR on the k-th weakest
where f1,k
w
w
subcarrier in the first hop. Similar to f2,k
(·), f1,k
(·) can be
expressed as [34]


k−1
ai
bi
w
f1,k (x) =
exp − x .
(39)
γ̄
γ̄1
i=0 1

(35)

and

B. BTW SCM
In this scenario, the k-th weakest subcarrier out of n
subcarriers in the first hop is mapped to the k-th strongest
subcarrier in the second hop. Through a similar approach as
that in the BTB SCM scenario, the PDF of SNR on the k-th
subcarrier pair in the BTW SCM scenario becomes

 
k−1 N −k
Cbj x
2
b
j
W
(x) =
aj δi exp − x
fγBT
k
γ̄1 j=0 i=0
γ̄1
ςi γ̄1 γ̄2
 

 

C
Cbj ςi x
Cbj ςi x
×K1 2
+ K0 2
,
γ̄1 γ̄2
γ̄2
γ̄1 γ̄2
(43)

γ̄2 = εR Ω2 /N02 .

(36)

The PDF of the denominator in (32), denoted by
zk = 1 + Cdk , can be derived as


k−1
ai
U (zk − 1)
Cbi
exp −
fzk (zk ) = C
. (37)
γ̄2 (zk − 1)
(zk − 1)2 i=0 γ̄2
From (32) and (37), the PDF of γk can be calculated as
 ∞
B
w
fγBT
(x)
=
zk f1,k
(xzk ) fzk (zk ) dzk ,
(38)
k
0

where δi = (−1)i nC(n − 1, k − 1)C(n − k, i) and ςi = i + k.
Similar to (42), the MGF of γk for the BTW SCM can be
given by


k−1 n−k
1
CBj,i
aj δ i 1
BT W
Mγk (s) =
− exp
γ̄1 j=0 i=0 Vj (s) ςi
Vj (s)



C
CBj,i
CBj,i
−
×Ei −
,
(44)
Vj (s)
γ̄2
ςi Vj (s)
where Bj,i = bj ςi /γ̄1 γ̄2 .
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Finally, by substituting (42) or (44) into (31), and averaging Pb−SCM (M, k) over n subcarriers, we complete the
proof.
A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION
According to the union bounding technique, an upper bound
on the overall BER of OFDM AF relaying with SCM-IM can
be expressed as
1
Pr(x → x̂)N (x, x̂).
(45)
Pb ≤ p
p2 x
x̂

Considering that there are n! possible mode permutations,
Pr(x → x̂) can be upper bounded by
Pr (x → x̂) ≤

1
n!

1
=
n!

n!

n!

Pr (x → x̂, Ii → Ij )
i=1 j=1
n!

n!

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ij ) Pr (Ii → Ij ) .
i=1 j=1

(46)
Therefore, substituting (46) into (45) yields
Pb ≤

1
p2p n!

n!

n!

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ij )
x

x̂

i=1 j=1

× Pr (Ii → Ij ) N (x, x̂)
1
= p
p2 n!

n!

n!

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ij ) N (x, x̂)
x

x̂

i=1 j=1,j=i
n!

× Pr (Ii → Ij ) +

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ii )
i=1

× Pr (Ii → Ii ) N (x, x̂)
≤ Pb1 +

1
p2p

Pr (x → x̂ |Ii → Ii ) N (x, x̂),
x

(47)

x̂

where the fact that 0 ≤ Pr(Ii → Ii ) ≤ 1 is considered.
We observe that the second term on the right side of (47)
is actually the BEP of OFDM AF relay systems with perfect
(error-free) SCM detection, i.e., Pb−SCM (M ), thus completing the proof.
A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3
Since in the adaptive scenario the minimum Euclidean
distance between any two modes is greater than or equal to
that of the nMm -ary PSK constellation, the probability of
erroneously detecting a mode is smaller than or equal to the
symbol
nerror rate of nMm -ary PSK, verifying (19). Noting
p = k=1 log2 (Mk ), from (22)–(27) we have (19) and (20),
completing the proof.
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